
CASE STUDY
IMPROVED FELT RECOIL IN UNIT4 RIFLE 

IMPROVED FELT RECOIL DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

UNIT Solutions was introduced to key members of the STAAR team at the annual SDFIC show. STAAR 
invited UNIT Solutions to demonstrate the rifle's capabilities during the 3rd Soldier Touchpoint [STP3].

UNIT4 rifles were paired with STE technology solutions at Fort Hood during STAAR's STP3 and 
introduced into the program for the first time. 

STAAR team provided direct feedback to UNIT team from soldiers using the system at STP3. The 
strongest feedback for improvement was to increase the felt recoil within the system. UNIT agreed to 
develop stronger recoil through internal research and development prior to STP4. 

UNIT Solutions completes recoil study and engineers a "High Recoil Design" that matches an AR15's 
peak recoil force and 85% of the momentum.

UNIT4 High Recoil Design introduced into STP4 
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STEP 1: ESTABLISHING A METHOD OF MEASUREMENT & BASELINE 

At the request of STAAR, UNIT Solutions spent two 
months improving Perceived Recoil of the UNIT4 
Training Rifle. Perceived recoil is characterized by Peak 
Recoil & Impulse. 

Peak Recoil is the maximum impact force on the 
shoulder. Impulse includes the duration that the force is 
applied to the shoulder. 

To measure the peak recoil and impulse of the real M4 
and UNIT4 during testing, UNIT Solutions designed a 
buttstock mounted high frequency impact force sensor.

UNIT Solutions charted the key metrics of Peak Recoil 
and Impulse by charting them to show Force [in lbf] on 
the Y axis and Time [in milliseconds] on the X axis .

To establish a baseline for comparison, we compared 
the Peak Recoil and Impulse of an M4 reference rifle and 
overlayed it with the UNIT4 Training Rifle that was 
demonstrated during STP3. 

Buttstock mounted high frequency Impact Force Sensor

UNIT4 Generic Recoil Pro�le: Force vs. Time
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Results from baseline testing indicated that the UNIT4 
Rifle demonstrated at STP3 delivered approximately 50% 
of the peak recoil force when compared to a live M4 
reference rifle [shown right]. 

UNIT Solutions explored four specific changes to the 
baseline system to improve perceived recoil, and 
characterized the impact of each change independently. 

The most promising design changes were then com-
bined and built into three different rifle configurations 
for analysis. Each of the rifle configurations was 
assessed for whether they improved the peak recoil 
force, impulse and subjective feel of the system to the 
operator. 

STEP 2: EXPERIMENTING WITH IMPROVEMENTS TO THE BASELINE

After completion of the multi-variable testing, 
Configuration #1 provided a noticeable improvement 
from the UNIT4 baseline across peak recoil, impulse and 
the subjective operator ranking. With the improvements 
from Configuration 1, the UNIT4 Training System 
matches the peak force of AR-15 reference rifle and 
delivers 85% of the impulse.

STEP 3: ASSESSING RESULTS AND CHOOSING NEW CONFIGURATION

CONCLUSION: UNIT SOLUTIONS IS RESPONSIVE, NIMBLE AND DELIVERS RESULTS 

In less than 5 months since being introduced to STAAR at SDFIC, UNIT Solutions has demonstrated the UNIT4's capability 
at STP3, and engineered requested improvements to Perceived Recoil as expressed by the STAAR team. Through these 
efforts, UNIT Solutions has achieved more than a 70% increase in Peak Recoil and more than an 85% increase in Impulse 
experienced by the shooter when compared to the UNIT4 baseline. The recoil signature is nearly identical to the AR-15 
reference rifle. 

With more time and resources, UNIT Solutions can continue to enhance the UNIT4 Training Rifle with more features to 
meet the realistic form, fit and function of an AR-15, as stated in the STE and SVT requirements. 
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